Abstract
Introduction
Trusted computing supplies a whole new solution for information security. Remote Attestation is one of the essential features of trusted computing. Through Remote Attestation, servers can valid clients' security. According to normal document published by TCG(Trusted Computing Group), server detects the integrality of client's TPM(Trusted Platform Module) to ensure client deserves trust. However, client must provide its configuration information to server, which invades client's privacy. Allowing for that, TCG introduced Attestation Identity Keys to protect Endorsement Key in TPM [1] , thus TPM is able to hide its identity for each EK is unique. But the private configuration information is still unsafe. Recently, how to protect client's privacy in the Remote Attestation has got a broad concern, since the applications of trusted computing are stepping into market gradually, protecting privacy of client platform is not only urgent but also full of practical significance.
In the view of privacy protect in Remote Attestation, TCG made use of TTP(Trusted Third Party, the Privacy CA) to prevent information disclosure in the 1.1 version. Nevertheless, TTP model has two drawbacks: it couldn't against intentional Denial of Service sent by hackers; besides, nobody is suitable to be Privacy CA. On the side of customers, Privacy CA can't be run by the application services suppliers, otherwise private information is hard to be guaranteed; on the suppliers side, Privacy CA is also can't be run by customers, otherwise legal customers may not be confirmed. DAA(Direct Anonymous Attestation) is proposed in the 1.2 normal document. Based on Camenisch-Lysyanskaya signature, DAA absorbs advantages of Group Signature, Identity Escrow and so forth. It realizes Remote Attestation and protects client privacy at the same time. Zero Knowledge Proof is utilized as its fundamental concept. But there is a mass of modular exponentiations and what's worse, many large numbers more than 1024 bits are involved while TPM owns limited resource and computing ability, generally speaking, TPM is only able to deal with calculation in 1024×1024. Even some signaturepromote algorithms are used, such as CRT(Chinese Remainder Theorem), it's also difficult to reduce large numbers less than 1024 bits. Due to its complex calculations, DAA can not come into practice with current TPMS. In the meanwhile, ring signature had called the concerted effort in the Dongsheng Liu, Hao Tian cryptography and the industrial estate. Ring signature can implements anonymous signature efficiently, scholars and experts studying trusted computing tried to apply ring signature in Remote Attestation with some academic success. Yet, the problem that signature efficiency always decreases with ring members increasing remains unaddressed. This paper analyses ring signature and one-way accumulator intensively and proposes a ringsignature anonymous authentication method based on one-way accumulator, which introduces the ring signature for privacy protection, still solves the drawback of ring signature: signature efficiency decreases with ring members increasing. Section 1 summarizes the status quo of Remote Attestation and remained problems. The next section presents the related theories about this paper. Section 3 elaborates the new method and section 4 expounds and proves its security and effectiveness. In the last section, section 5, the paper is concluded by pointing out some further research directions. 
Correlative Theories

Ring Signature
Ring signature, proposed by Revest Shamir and Tauman at Asiacrypt2001, is a new signerambiguous unconditioned digital signature. Since all the parameters connect to each other end to end in accordance with certain rule, this signature is called Ring Signature. In ring signature schema, other members' participation is not required, yet signer makes a ring with others' public keys, which allows signer to delimit anonymous range without other members' permission or awareness. Signer conceals himself in the ring and offers the public key of the ring so that he is able to show he owns the membership of the ring.
Since ring signature was proposed, it had called the concerted effort from worldwide researchers. [4] In 2002, Masayuki Abe, et al put forward the 1-out-of-n signature with different ways to generate public keys. [5] Fangguo Zhang and others applied identity based cryptosystem and bilinear pairing to ID based ring signature. [ 
New Solution Based On One-way Accumulator
New solution improves current ring signature with one-way accumulator, the overall process includes three stages namely: Initial stage, Signature stage and Interactive stage.
Initial stage and Signature stage finish the preparation for anonymous attestation and signature, as the following figure: 
Initial stage
Assuming there two TPM A(a client) and B(server), A tries to make out it's safe and legal. RSA assumption is the precondition of this algorithm, A selects different large prime 12 , PR PR . 
Signing stage
TPM A selects t-1 more public keys of other TPMS and embeds its public key into those keys to form a ring, then sign its TPM information, sending it to server. Follows are the detail:
 TPM A selects t-1 more public keys of other TPMS, making a sequence 12 
Verifying stage
As soon as TPM B receives  and m, verification starts: 
Performance Analysis
Convenience analysis
New solution extends standard ring signature's merits, all what signer needs is other ring members' public keys without their permission or assistance or administrators to maintain the whole system, ring has a free organization. Compared to TTP, no privacy CA required. New solution implements direct attestation. Compared with DAA, new solution doesn't need large-scale modular exponentiations, which makes it viable to be put into practice with current TPM technology. What's more, introducing one-way accumulator can fix the length of ring signature with variable ring members, which contributes to new solution's effectiveness and its convenience.
Security proof a) Correctness
In signing stage, 
Referring to (1) and (2), we can infer that 
b) Anonymity
In the process of ring signature, it is that 1 
Effectiveness analysis
In ring signature, its anonymity will be strengthened when members increasing, but its effectiveness becomes lower instead. New solution introduces one-way accumulator that fixes signature's length. Compared to traditional ring signature, it's more effective. Author names and affiliations are to be centered beneath the title and printed in Times New Roman 11-point, non-boldface type. Multiple authors may be shown in a two or three-column format, with their affiliations below their respective names. Affiliations are centered below each author name, italicized, not bold. Include e-mail addresses if possible. Follow the author information by two blank lines before main text.
Conclusion
New solution proposed in this paper overcome ring signature's drawback that signature efficiency decreases with ring members increasing by introducing one-way accumulator. We come up with the new solution which extends ring signature's merits also absorbs one-way accumulator's strength based on RSA Assumption and implements remote anonymous attestation. Ensuring its security, new solution is more effective. However, since signature is unconditional, it's anonymous, signer could frame other members; in addition, for the randomicity of ring members, new solution can hardly
